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Dateline Mexico

by Josefina Menendez

PAN calls for insurrection
natorial candidate, Adalberto Rosas,

The party Wall Street's mouthpieces are promoting has called
for Marxist-Leninist-style insurrection in the 1985 elections.
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ment." Never mind that it is the PAN
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Gavin be declared persona non grata.
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sas-apparently inspired by the Marx

They charged that Gavin was interfer
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ing in Mexican affairs, by blatantly
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the instrument of the masses-said
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we would support them."
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guarantee democracy.
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While this was going on in Mon
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process. 'There's a good chance that,

derson, the Wall Street Journal. and
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for the first time in 55 years, the Mex
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tional campaign, which "went public"

Action Party must be "democratical

"taking the streets" and "sabotaging
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ly" allowed to take over Mexico if
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Not only is the PAN not the "Re
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publican Party of Mexico" as its Wall

Piedras Negras for four hours and

der, sending thousands of refugees

Street partisans pretend: It is a party

promised that every day it would be
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with Nazi roots and ideology which

one more hour, to claim an election

Anderson cited a "secret State De

has openly embraced the "Marxist

they lost at the ballot box. "Tomorrow

partment report" asserting that Mexi

Leninist" route to power.

it will be six hours, and I am sure that

can presidents "like Soviet leaders, are

On Dec. 12 and 13, PAN political
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heir to a political system that places
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time," said local PAN leader Rosendo

retention of power above all other
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A Wall Street Journal op-ed by

This is the PAN's way to "de

"Americas" column editor David As

against the legally elected govern
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candidate, Gen. Juan

clamation of Seven States" stated,

Yet, the New York Times. in a Dec.
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tisans in Mexico.
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